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acteria display a wide diversity of spe- of the complete range of ecological intercialized interactions with eukaryotic actions mediated by these genes. The dishosts. A common way to classify bacterial– covery by Dale et al. extends the role of
eukaryote associations is along an axis this particular transport apparatus to a
from pathogenic to mutualistic: that is, broader range of interactions between
how much does the infection help or hurt bacteria and animal hosts.
The bacteria harboring Type III systhe host relative to noninfected individuals? From the host perspective, this dis- tems are phylogenetically diverse and
tinction is central. But for the bacteria include members of several major bacthemselves, pathogenesis and symbiosis terial divisions, with a concentration of
present similar obstacles. Primary among known cases in the Enterobacteriaceae,
these is the invasion of host cells or tissues the group containing Escherichia coli
in the face of generalized cellular and and close relatives (1–3). Among animal
chemical defenses. Remarkably, studies pathogens, Type III secretion systems
during the past decade of a number of have been found in Yersinia pestis (the
phylogenetically diverse pathogens of organism causing plague), Salmonella
plants and animals have shown that host enterica (the organism causing typhus),
invasion often depends on a set of evolu- Shigella spp. (the organism causing
tionarily homologous genes that have dysentery), and the more distantly rebeen transferred among distinct bacterial lated genus Chlamydia (the organism
lineages (1–3). This group of loci encodes causing sexually transmitted and other
the Type III secretion system, a complex diseases). In plants, gene clusters encodof about 20 proteins that together form a ing Type III systems occur in various
membrane-spanning structure that func- Erwinia species, Pseudomonas syringae,
tions in transporting proteins outside of and other disease-causing bacteria,
the bacterial cell (1–3). Transport is, at and also in symbiotic Rhizobium species
least sometimes, induced by contact with that function in nitrogen fixation. These
host cells, and the effectors are delivered gene complexes are typically encoded
to the host cytoplasm and linked to sup- within pathogenicity islands, that is, segments of chromopression of host desomal DNA that are
fenses and兾or invasion
present in pathogens
of host cells.
but absent from reA new study by Dale
The new study by Dale et
lated nonpathogens
et al. (4), reported in
al. is the first instance in
and that are required
this issue of PNAS,
which an animal symbiont
for virulence (5). In
shows that Sodalis
many cases, pathogeglossinidius, an intrahas been shown to use a
n icit y islands are
cellular symbiotic
secretory system
known to have been
bacterium restricted
acquired through horto
tsetse
f lies
associated with
izont al transfer of
(Glossinia spp.), pospathogenesis for host
DNA; this is evident
sesses a Type III secreinfection.
from sequence chartion system and that
acteristics such as disthis system is essential
tinctive GC content,
for entry of the bacteria into cultured insect cells and for infec- f lanking regions with insertion setion of intact hosts. Sodalis is one of a large quences, or an association with known
set of bacteria that are maternally trans- sites of phage integration.
The findings on the Type III system
mitted in invertebrate lineages and that
are mutualistic or not obviously patho- in Sodalis ref lect a history of horizontal
genic. This is the first instance in which an transfer of this gene cluster among hosts;
animal symbiont has been shown to use a the very low divergences between genes
secretory system associated with patho- from Sodalis and those from Salmonella
genesis for host infection. Clearly, we still and Shigella suggest that the common
have incomplete knowledge of the taxo- ancestor of these genes occurred more
nomic distribution of Type III systems and recently than divergence of the bacteria
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themselves. Although all fall within the
Enterobacteriaceae, phylogenies and sequence divergences based on 16S rDNA
sequences do not indicate an extremely
close relationship between Sodalis and
the other two genera. Because 16S rDNA
genes are thought not to be horizontally
transferred among bacteria, this incongruence implies the transfer of the Type
III gene cluster. Although Type III systems have long been known to be acquired by bacterial pathogens, Sodalis is
transmitted primarily through vertical
passage from mother to developing progeny and is possibly beneficial or at least
not obviously harmful to hosts. Thus, the
capacity for intimate symbiosis may have
evolved within a pathogenic lineage possessing these genes, or it may have been
acquired when a bacterium more loosely
associated with insect hosts obtained this
gene cluster from some other bacterium,
most likely a pathogen.
The assays of infectivity that were crucial to the Dale et al. study (4) were
possible because of the prior development of methods for maintaining Sodalis
in pure culture and in insect cell lines. In
most cases, symbiotic, intracellular bacteria cannot be cultured, severely limiting experimental studies of how they
infect hosts. Despite the inability to culture most of these organisms, there has
been a recent dramatic increase in
knowledge of the diversity and genomic
composition of symbionts, especially
those that are maternally transmitted
and intracellular in insects (6 –9). This
increase is based on ability to obtain
DNA sequences from noncultivable organisms and on phylogenetic analyses of
these sequences. In many insects, including tsetse f lies, other blood-feeding insects and many phloem sap-feeding insects, an individual host contains an
obligate association with a ‘‘primary’’
symbiont as well as additional associations, sometimes facultative, with organisms sometimes referred to as ‘‘secondary’’ symbionts (10). The classification as
See companion article on page 1883.
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is both some incidence of horizontal
infection and a correlation between virulence and infectivity. But experimental
determination of whether or not a
chronic infection by a bacterium has a
net positive or negative effect is not
simple. For example, Wolbachia often
affects insect reproductive mechanisms,
but it can be essentially benign and may
sometimes even improve host fecundity
(e.g., ref. 23). The single report on fitness
effects of insect secondary symbionts
from the Enterobacteriaceae yielded
mixed results: infected aphids had lower
survival and reproduction under normal
conditions but showed improved performance under high temperatures (24).
A full genome sequence for Buchnera,
the mutualistic symbiont of aphids, is
now available (8), and an obvious question is whether Type III or other pathogenicity associated gene complexes are
present. Although this genome, which is
highly reduced, does not possess a secretory system known to be linked with
pathogenesis, it does contain a set of
genes that are related but closer in sequence similarity to the f lagellar export
machinery of bacteria (designated as the
fli genes). The function of these genes in
Buchnera is not yet known, so it is not
clear whether this obligate mutualism
was originally dependent on the ancient
acquisition of a gene cluster underlying a
protein transport system.
This result adds to the general case
that origins of intimate associations between bacteria and eukaryotes often depend on the acquisition of specialized
genetic machinery. This proposal is supported also by the recent finding of a
Type IV secretion system in Wolbachia
(25). A large proportion of specialized
bacterial– host interactions, involving
manipulation of cellular responses
and兾or entry into host cells, may depend
on a small number of evolutionary origins of complex secretory systems. These
gene clusters were subsequently passed
around among bacteria to produce a
diversity of pathogenic and symbiotic
interactions.
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primary or secondary symbiont types was Enterobacteriaceae. Whereas Buchnera
established on the basis of early microscopy and Wigglesworthia fall just outside of the
studies, with primary symbionts defined as Enterobacteriaceae, a whole menagerie
obligate associates occupying specialized of insect symbionts, including Sodalis,
host cells and secondary symbionts encom- are grouped into several independently
passing a diverse set of associates occupying derived clades within it (19 –21). The
various tissues and often showing more er- heterogeneity of the insect hosts infected
ratic distribution among hosts (10).
by each of these clades indicates that
The diversity of bacterial residents symbiont lineages are able to move
within insect bodies spans a variety of among insect host species, including both
interaction types and evolutionary pat- closely related species within genera or
terns. The organisms classified as pri- families and, at least occasionally, memmary symbionts often descend from an- bers of different orders. For example, the
cient infections based on molecular closest relative of Sodalis is a symbiont of
phylogenetic studies of the last decade Sitophilus weevils feeding on stored
(e.g., refs. 6, 11, and 12). For example, grain. Another clade contains the symBuchnera aphidicola, the primary symbi- biont of the bloodsucking bug Triatoma
ont of aphids, has been vertically trans- infestans, a symbiont causing reproducmitted for over 100 million years and tive abnormalities in parasitoid wasps,
shows various genomic changes, some and several secondary symbionts of psylref lecting mutualistic adaptations for lids (20). Such observations indicate direct
provisioning hosts with amino acids lack- or indirect transfer of bacterial symbionts
ing from their phloem sap diet (e.g., refs. between these phylogenetically and ecolog6, 8, and 13). Tsetse f lies also contain ically divergent insect groups. Why have
primar y sy mbionts, Wiggleswor thia certain bacterial groups specialized as intiglossinidia (14),
mate associand although less is
ates of incurrently k nown
sects when
Why have certain bacterial groups
about their genetthese hosts
ics and role in
are so heterspecialized as intimate associates of
hosts, they resemogeneous?
insects when these hosts are so
ble Buchnera in asMutualpects of their moistic symbiheterogeneous?
lecular evolution
onts and
pathogens
and show a long
history of codiversification with their share similar problems in addition to that
hosts (11). In contrast, phylogenetic of establishing infections and overcomstudies on secondary symbionts such as ing defenses. In pathogens as well as
Sodalis often indicate a history of hori- mutualistic bacteria, limitation of damzontal infection in addition to the usual age to host cells is usually essential for
maternal route. The effect of such or- persistence and subsequent spread to
ganisms on host fitness, that is whether new hosts. Selection against virulence is
they are mutualists or pathogens, is usu- higher in life cycles that require persistence within individual hosts. This presally not as clear as in the case of primary
sure for decreasing damage and increassymbionts. Another widespread group of
ing benefits to hosts will be especially
symbionts, present in many (15) or even
great if the infection is transmitted bemost (16) insects is Wolbachia pipientis, a tween successive host generations. Thus,
maternally transmitted symbiont linked pathogens sometimes may evolve into
to reproductive abnormalities. Horizon- mutualists following the establishment of
tal transfer of Wolbachia is well estab- vertical transmission. However, the tranlished based on phylogenetic and exper- sition into effective mutualists requires
imental studies (e.g., refs. 17 and 18).
that the bacterial genome possess the
Based on molecular phylogenetic anal- capacity for processes beneficial to hosts,
yses, the diversity of insect symbionts is such as provision of nutrients (22).
particularly high within the gamma ProVirulence is expected even in materteobacteria and especially within the nally transmitted symbionts when there
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